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1. Introduction

Introduction
This report provides the AAL Community with practical information about the opportunities
offered by Belgium and related regional programmes and networks.
The aim of this information is to support AAL partners in their path to market by informing
about services complementary to those the AAL Programme provides (see
http://www.aal2business.com/) and help AAL partners getting in touch with important
actors in their countries.
AAL partners can also apply tailored support from AAL CMU on how to leverage
opportunities offered at national and regional level
This report is created by AAL2Business support action and funded by AAL Programme
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2. National Programmes

National
Programmes
Programme 1:
HealthTech.
Belgium
Mr. Tom Braekeleirs
Tel: +32 477 72 92 58
Email: tom@bhic.care

Ms. Carole Absil
Email: carole.absil@agoria.be
Tel: +32 2 706 80 02

Multiculturalism, national IT architecture, high quality medical offering, highly qualified staff, top level education, a
rich health ecosystem, all contribute to make Belgium, as a small country, a great testing ground. Many assets which
are however underutilized. The Belgian Health Tech sector is one of the most dynamic in terms of start-up creation,
but their sustained development remains difficult. There is no lack of support initiatives for Health Tech projects but
they remain fragmented despite their strong complementarities.

Faced with these findings, the initiators of HealthTech.Belgium have clear objectives:
• Strengthen, facilitate and provide a fast track to establish links between clinical needs and entrepreneurship, while
aiming for project excellence.
• Support the rapid and sustainable development of Health Tech start-ups.
• Scale up regional projects.
• Put Belgium on the Health Tech world map so that it becomes a key player, and leverage our strengths to attract
innovation and talent from around the world.
• Take part and involve entrepreneurs in strong societal challenges, such as value creation, job creation and the
practical improvement of solutions to health problems.
HealthTech.Belgium offers:
Belgian and foreign entrepreneurs:
•
testing of their products, services and solutions in our health care institutions;
•
a point of contact – i.e. a single gateway – liasing with any suitable initiative and matching their entrepreneurial
needs;
•
multiple personalized coaching and fast-track processes ranging from ideation to export, and including the
testing and scaling-up stages. This process is divided into four pillars: Create & Learn – Test – Grow – Scale.
At our health care institutions’ level:
•
faster access to innovation in medical technologies;
•
the ability to test and assess these innovations, prepare for their implementation while ensuring continuity of care;
•
identification of clinical needs, stumbling blocks and new innovation areas;
•
a possibility for co-creation enabled by a commitment from the early stages of development.
At the company’s level, a tangible response to economic challenges and health priorities:
•
by participating in the practice-based improvement of health care, such as prevention, the treatment of chronic
diseases, the increase in (good quality of) life expectation, the reduction of health expenses, etc.;
•
by reducing the stress and workload of the staff of health care institutions, thereby making the profession more
attractive and increasing the time care staff can devote to the patient;
•
by creating local jobs and strengthening links with training;
•
by making our country more resilient to future societal challenges.
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2. Regional Programmes

Regional
Programmes

Flanders' Care is the program of the Flemish government that focuses on
innovation and entrepreneurship in care with the mission "to demonstrably
improve the supply of quality care through innovation and stimulate
responsible entrepreneurship in the care economy.“

Programme 1:
Flanders’ Care

We commit ourselves to stimulating responsible entrepreneurship in the
care economy. Many innovative ideas from business leaders with market
potential in the healthcare sector are lost due to lack of coordination with
or knowledge about the care and welfare sector. Conversely, healthcare
providers are confronted with questions about innovative solutions, but
often do not find their way to the entrepreneurial world. It is therefore
essential to connect these parties in order to obtain tailor-made solutions
that offer added value both economically and in terms of quality of care.
We need other forms of organization and more efficient cooperation
between the healthcare sector and the entrepreneurial world in order to
be able to anticipate future changes.

https://www.flanderscare.be
/home
Koning Albert II-laan 35 bus
12, 1030 Brussel
Email: info@vlaio.be
Tel: +32 800 20 555

Healthcare contact point is
Ms. Lieve Apers
Email: lieve.apers@vlaio.be
Mobile: +32 497 59 33 58

Flanders’ Care is part of VLAIO (next slide) and is an important source of
information for al Healthcare entrepreneurs in Flanders. Flanders’ Care
organizes events and meetings between entrepreneurs and the
Healthcare policy within Flanders.

Regional
Programmes
Programme 2:
VLAIO
https://www.vlaio.be/nl
Koning Albert II-laan 35 bus
12, 1030 Brussel
Email: info@vlaio.be
Tel: +32 800 20 555
Healthcare contact point is
Ms. Lieve Apers
Email: lieve.apers@vlaio.be
Mobile: +32 497 59 33 58

The agency Flanders Innovation & Entrepreneurship is the contact point for
entrepreneurs in Flanders. We encourage and support innovation and
entrepreneurship, and contribute to a favorable business climate.
We do this in close collaboration with local actors and supported by our
international commitments in EUREKA, E.E.N. and H2020.
We focus on:
• Stimulating growth and innovation
We support businesses through grants so they continue to grow, transform
and innovate. Examples include the SME growth subsidy, SME innovationand R&D-projects.
• Promoting entrepreneurship
We work together with strong partners that assist SMEs through start, growth
and takeover. We also encourage networking focused on growth
companies.
• Supporting clusters
We support organizations that catalyze cooperation and dynamics within a
group of enterprises and knowledge institutions.
• Improving environmental factors
We facilitate the development of industrial areas.
By being a one-stop-shop, we build a bridge towards stronger
entrepreneurship.
More information in English following this link.
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3. Foundations with

active and healthy
ageing in their
mission

Foundations
with active and
healthy
ageing in their
mission
Foundation 1: King
Baudouin
Foundation
https://www.kbs-frb.be/
King Baudouin Foundation
Brederodestraat/Rue
Brederode 21 - B-1000
Brussels - Belgium
Email: info@kbs-frb.be
Tel: +32 2 500 4 555

The King Baudouin Foundation’s mission is to contribute to a better
society.
The Foundation is an actor for change and innovation, serving the public
interest and increasing social cohesion in Belgium and Europe. We seek
to maximize our impact by strengthening the capacity of organizations
and individuals. We also stimulate effective philanthropy by individuals
and corporations.
The Foundation’s key values are integrity, transparency, pluralism,
independence, respect for diversity, and promoting solidarity.
The Foundation’s current areas of activity are poverty and social justice,
philanthropy, health, civic engagement, developing talents,
democracy, European integration, heritage, sustainable
development and Africa and developing countries.
The King Baudouin Foundation is a public benefit foundation. The
Foundation was set up in 1976 on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of
King Baudouin's reign.
More info on Healthy Ageing:

https://www.kbs-frb.be/en/Activities/Themes/Health/99642

More info on al foundations in Belgium:
https://www.goededoelen.be/
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4. Business support

networks

Business
support
networks
Network 1: Voka Health
Community

Health Community is Voka's network for the white economy. We group no less than 500
knowledge centers, patient groups, care organizations and (healthcare) companies
across Flanders and Brussels.
Within the community, profit and non-profit organizations work together to realize the
innovation in healthcare in Flanders, based on the conviction that we achieve more and
better results than alone.
Voka Health community activities:
•

Interactive info sessions
Every year we organize around twenty sessions on various themes. During these
sessions various experts and experience experts will be interviewed and there will also
be sufficient space to ask questions, exchange experiences and network. Our
members can also provide themes themselves that they think are worth sharing
information about.

•

Community meetings around large policy dossiers
Every quarter, the Health Community invites its members for community meetings
around large policy dossiers. During these meetings, relevant policy actors are also
present, such as Federal Health Minister Maggie De Block and Flemish Minister of
Welfare Jo Vandeurzen. This way a direct dialogue can take place between
members and politicians.

•

Track for innovation and business development
The members can sign up on a course for innovation and business development every
year. They can count on the support of the Health Community that also works
together with other health innovation platforms.

•

Regional activities
Finally, members can also participate in many regional activities, organized by the
local branches of Health Community within the Voka - Chambers of Commerce.

https://www.voka.be/healthcommunity

Koningsstraat 154-158, 1000 Brussel
Tel: +32 2 229 81 11 Email: info@voka.be
Project manager
Ms. Ria Binst
Email: ria.binst@voka.be
Mobile: +32 477 52 41 30
Senior advisor welfare and health policy
Mr. Pieter Van Herck
Email: pieter.vanherck@voka.be
Mobile: +32 498 75 10 28

Business
support
networks
Network 2: Agoria
https://www.agoria.be/
Agoria
BluePoint Brussels
Bd A. Reyers 80 1030 Brussels
Tel: +32 2 706 78 00
Healthcare contact at
Agoria:
Ms. Carole Absil
Email: carole.absil@agoria.be
Tel: +32 2 706 80 02

Agoria paves the way for all technology-inspired companies in Belgium
that increase our quality of life through the development and
application of technological innovations. "Improving quality of life",
that's our main objective.
The Healthcare Technology Club stands with Belgian companies that
supply products, solutions and services specific to the local or
international medical sector. This includes solutions related to eHealth,
electro-medical appliances, medical consumables, sterilization and
diagnostics solutions.
In a strongly regulated environment, Agoria Healthcare Technology is
willing to create the ideal business climate and supports its members in
the core of their business by:
• Bringing transparency and open dialogue with and from authorities
• Ensuring fair competition & clear role of the industry
• Impacting policies at their earliest stages
• Being the liaison between industry & top-decision makers

More information on Agoria Healthcare Technology Club:

https://www.agoria.be/WWW.wsc/rep/prg/Applcontent?TopicID=11898&session
lid=3

Business
support
networks
Network 3:
flanders.bio
https://www.flanders.bio
/en/home/
Flanders.bio offices
Jean-Baptiste de
Ghellincklaan 13 bus
0102
9051 Ghent - BELGIUM
Tel: +32 9 241 80 41
Email: info@flanders.bio

flanders.bio is an independent life sciences cluster organisation based in Flanders, Belgium.
flanders.bio is a dynamic, member driven organisation with currently more than 350 members
from Belgium and abroad. We help our members to create value by organizing Networking and
Training Activities, supporting Internationalisation, providing Services and building Expertise.
flanders.bio and its members want to be the proud advocates of a reputable global-impact
ecosystem in life sciences.

flanders.bio provides you a tailored range of services in house or in collaboration with its member
competence providers that brings value to your business:
• Searchable & customizable company profile in our Member Directory.
• Your vacancies and internships on our website, and access to a CV Database (2,000+ CV’s).
• We screen the national media for you - your CEO receives a daily life sciences newsflash Your
news going viral through our website, daily life sciences newsflash and social media (Twitter,
LinkedIn & Facebook).
• Your events & trainings on our website and in our quarterly e-letter (7,500+ recipients).
• Your company in Biotech & Life Sciences Publications at reduced rate.
• Participate in our annual (Bio)Pharma Salary Survey & compare your salaries with the rest of
the market.
Expertise
Our in-house programme managers have in-depth technical and business knowledge in life
sciences and can assist you in your search for specific needs. Besides that, flanders.bio is involved
in various projects and platforms that aim to build enough critical mass to bring together
companies and research institutes around specific topics.
Lobbying
flanders.bio represents the cluster and its members in important discussions with the Belgian
governments.

Business
support
networks
Network 4:
DSP Valley
http://www.dspvalley.com/
Mr. Dieter Therssen
Gaston Geenslaan 9
B-3001 Leuven
Email: dieter.therssen@dspvalley.com
Tel: +32 16 24 14 40

DSP Valley is an independent cluster of excellence in smart electronic systems
and embedded technology solutions. DSP Valley groups 100+ members:
universities, research institutes and companies, from small start-ups, over SMEs
to large international groups with a local R&D activity.
DSP Valley offers its members a networking platform that allows them to
explore each other’s expertise and that stimulates innovation by exploiting
complementarities.
With its extensive offer of high quality activities DSP Valley is one of the top
clusters in Europe in the area of smart electronic systems and embedded
technology solutions. Its activities include e.g. regional and international inter
cluster B2B forums, Academia-to-Business forums, a shared group booth at
international exhibitions, custom matchmaking events, technical seminars, a
bi-monthly newsletter and brokerage services for participation in European ICT
programs.

In the context of factors such as an ageing population, the advances in
biotechnology, and the ever-increasing demand for healthcare solutions, the
interest in consumer and professional medical devices is also on the rise.
Several DSP Valley members are involved in the creation of these devices,
from components such as sensors or wireless technology, over support to
develop these devices, to the production of complete consumer devices and
professional equipment for the healthcare markets. The SIG (special interest
group) Smart Health brings together these members to further explore
opportunities in this domain.
DSP Valley has a focus on the “medical device” side: applications and
machines for consumer and professional medical applications, along with the
electronic components needed to build them (sensors, wireless connectivity,
cameras, etc.), and the dedicated software running on them. As to the latter,
this concerns software in (components of) personal healthcare devices, as
well as software in professional devices. The focus is not on backend e-health
or storage systems for managing healthcare-related data and processes.

Business
support
networks
Network 5:
MedTech Flanders
http://www.medtechflanders.be/
Ms. Ruth Beckers
Ghelamco Arena
Ottergemsesteenweg Zuid 808
b300, 9000 Gent - Belgium
Email: info@medtechflanders.org
Tel: +32 495 414 464

MedTech Flanders is a network organization of Flemish medical device companies together with
research partners, subcontractors and partner-organizations.
The Mission of MedTech Flanders is to further develop Medical Technology to an important
economic activity in our region. For this purpose we want to create a cluster of MedTech
Companies and Organizations who positively stimulate each other.
The core members are companies who are developing medical devices in Flanders, according to
the European Medical Device regulation.
More specific:
• Medical Devices (directive 93/42/EG)
• Active Implantable Medical Devices (directive 90/385/EEC )
• In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Medical Devices (directive 98/79/EC).
General members are developing other medical technology products in Flanders.
Why becoming member of MedTech Flanders?
•
Together we can advance the medical technology sector in Flanders
By joining MedTech Flanders, you can give input to the strategy of the organisation, in order to
advance the medical technology sector in Flanders. By doing so, you can empower your own
organisation and work in a better Medical Technology ecosystem.
Together we make our sector more visible for customers, investors, potential employees,
politicians, etc.
•
Learn from your colleagues
In the MedTech Flanders network, you will meet other Medical Technology companies, and
can work together or learn from each other.
During the ‘members-only’ events, detailed information is shared in a confidential atmosphere.
The member-only events are free of charge.
•
Make your company visible
All member companies are listed on our website and can publish on it press releases,
announcements for events or other news.
•
Helps you finding the right talent
Member companies can post job-openings on the MedTech Flanders website and attract the
right candidates. We plan to have dedicated actions towards Medical Engineering students,
to draw our member companies to their attention.

Business
support
networks
Network 6:
MedTech Wallonia
http://www.medtech-wallonia.be/
Email: info@medtech-wallonia.be
Tel: +32 81 20 68 50

MedTech Wallonia wants to be the relevant impulse for MedTech
companies in Wallonia. Together with our partners, we want to create
the best field for efficient and meaningful innovations.
MedTech Wallonia is the entry point for medical device and Digital
Health projects in Wallonia. We are making the best of the expertise,
the infrastructure and the ecosystem available in our region to bring up
new opportunities.

Our missions
•
•
•
•

Give a clear perspective of relevant support for MedTech
companies
Maximise available resources in our territory and strengthen the
whole value chain of the MedTech landscape
Promote the Walloon MedTech Industry at a national and
international level
Improve global MedTech activities and create new jobs in Wallonia

Business
support
networks
Network 7:
Happy Aging
http://www.happyaging.be/en
Happy Aging
Agoralaan Building Abis
3590 Diepenbeek
Tel: +32 11 28 69 00
Email: info@happyaging.be

In 2008 several business managers, academics and leading experts in the care
sector joined forces: they founded an independent platform to promote
greater entrepreneurship and better quality care through innovation. Under the
direction of professor Piet Stinissen, dean of the Department of Medicine and
Life Sciences at Hasselt University, Happy Aging has become an inspiring
membership organization. From its base at the health & care incubator on the
University campus, Happy Aging is shaping the future.
People
300 seniors and 950 carers or healthcare providers: the only true experts in
happy aging. These people are actively involved in a real-life test environment.
This ranges from brainstorming sessions and interviews to all kinds of practical
tests for new high-tech products and services.
Members
In collaboration with companies, care organizations, knowledge centers and
policymakers, we launch new ideas, test out which innovations offer genuine
added value and organise inspiring activities. This is all aimed at allowing the
elderly to remain at home and enjoy a good quality of life, both safely and
affordably.
Partners
Aging 2.0 in Silicon Valley, the Swedish Medicon Village or, closer to home, the
Innovation Center, Flanders Care and Limburg Startup: with our strong
partnerships we are building an extensive network all across the globe. A
network to benefit our members.

Business
support
networks
Network 8:
Licalab
https://www.licalab.be/en

Ms. Ingrid Adriaensen
Campus Blairon 200
2300 Turnhout
Tel: +32 475 48 28 70
Email: ingrid.adriaensen@licalab.be

LiCalab supports businesses and organizations in the health and
welfare sectors by testing and validating their innovation with the
end users, in their own working and living environment. We focus
on technological innovations, nutritional concepts, exercise and
revalidation, mental health and informal care.
LiCalab VZW has four founding members with an extensive
network in the business, government, health and science sectors.
We can also help you find the right partners for your project! Our
structural partners are VOKA Kempen and VOKA Health
Community, Stad Turnhout, Welzijnszorg Kempen and Thomas
More.

Business
support
networks
Network 9:
Sirris
https://www.sirris.be/
Technology & Innovation
Bas Rottier & colleagues
tel.: +32 498 91 93 41
innovation@sirris.be
BluePoint Brussels
Bd A. Reyerslaan 80
BE-1030 Brussel
Accounting
Ronny Merckx
tel.: +32 16 36 02 71
accounting@sirris.be
Celestijnenlaan bus 04026
BE-3001 Heverlee

Sirris is the collective center for and by the technological industry. We offer
Belgian companies three key assets to help them remain innovative: years of
experience and comprehensive expertise in a wide range of industries; hightech testing infrastructure spread across the country; and an extensive network
of partners. This way we help large and smaller players in the Belgian industry to
make the right technological choices and achieve sustainable economic
growth.

•
•

•

Every year we help on 3.000 occasions
in 1.500 industrial companies, 75% of
which are SMEs.
Our portfolio contains nearly 5.000
customers and we have more than
2.500 member companies.
We have over 140 in-house experts
spread over 8 different sites in Belgium.

Business
support
networks
Network 10:
Health House
http://www.health-house.be/en
Arenberg Sciencepark
Gaston Geenslaan 11 I B4 - 3001
Heverlee
Email: info@health-house.be
Tel: +32 474 84 74 16

Health House opens up new horizons in health technology by uniting health, hightech and all the people around it. Providing hands-on interaction with cutting-edge
technology and inspiration for research, business, and co-operations. Health House
will turn every visit into a unique experience.
VISION
Technology is shaping the future of health and care. The new health economy is an
ecosystem in which hubs like Health House enable cross-border collaboration and
knowledge-driven entrepreneurship. Health House is a key enabler in this transformation, demonstrating how technology creates better and healthier lives.
MISSION
Health House aims to help unlock the full economical and societal potential of
health technology. It turns collaboration into innovation and stimulates knowledgedriven entrepreneurship by inviting its visitors to personally experience the future of
health and care.
VALUE PROPOSITION
The first of its kind, Health House shows the impact of technology on the future of
health and care today through class-leading content and astonishing visualizations.
Health House allows every possible stakeholder in the health and care domain to
either offer or enjoy a tailored program consisting of interactive exhibitions, which
can be complemented by hands-on demonstration and testing, networking events
and collaborative learning.
Through our service offering, we are helping our partners to showcase their activities
and impact in the increasingly technology-enabled health and care domain,
tailored to their specific audiences and purposes.
To that end, we are making available our first-in-class exhibition infrastructure, our
expertise in storyline development, our complementary meeting & event
functionalities and the Health House ecosystem.

Business
support
networks

In4care wants to tackle the current needs in care and welfare through innovative projects.
In4care, as a members' association with +400 actors from care and well-being (Care
members) and +35 selected start-ups, companies (Company members) and together with
intermediaries (Partners), offers solutions by bringing together ideas, people, organizations
and resources from the care and welfare sector, white economy, education and patients
(associations).

Network 11:
In4Care

In4care wants to help the healthcare and welfare sector prepare for the future and make
integrated, high-quality and affordable care sustainable.

https://www.in4care.be/
Mr. Nico De Fauw
Interleuvenlaan 10
Heverlee 3001
Belgium
Email: info@in4care.be
Tel: +32 16 40 42 79
Mobile: +32 488 99 84 10

In4care wants to concentrate on 5 domains:
1. Organizational models for the healthcare and welfare sector of tomorrow
2. Developing and optimizing care and care supporting processes
3. Agile (care) organizations
4. Use of ICT for the healthcare and welfare sector (from tomorrow)
5. Use of technology for the healthcare and welfare sector (from tomorrow)
To interface
In4care wants to be hinges and matchmaker between our + 400 care members, company
members, partners, companies, governments, knowledge institutions, etc.
To innovate
In4care wants to be a single point of contact for those who want to innovate in care and
well-being. Key words are TOGETHER and DO.
To incubate
In4care wants to offer the necessary space, support and network for starters and
companies in our own business center BC10.
To invest
As an active partner in innovative projects, In4care also wants to invest its own resources
and create value.

Business
support
networks
Network 12:
PRoF-projects
http://www.prof-projects.com/
PRoF-projects
Nijverheidstraat 14
Mr. Jan Van Hecke
8970 Poperinge
Email: info@prof-projects.com

PRoF is an international open innovation consortium that started in
2009. It brings more than 300 care professionals from multiple
disciplines and organizations together to think about the evolution of
care systems. The power of the consortium lays in its interdisciplinary
approach where care organizations work together with research
centers, universities and companies to create visions for the future.
Each of these visions has been realised as a concept room, which all
can be visited at the PRoF location in Poperinge – Belgium.

Business
support
networks
Network 13:
beMedTech
https://www.bemedtech.be
Koning Albert I-laan 64 - 1780
Wemmel
Tel +32 2 257 05 90
Email: info@bemedtech.be

beMedTech is the federation of the medical technology industry and has more than
200 companies, accounting for 80% of the market concerned. The members are
subdivided into 4 product segments: in-vitro diagnostics, consumables, implants and
medical investment goods. Together they represent 1.5 million references for annual
sales of 3.4 billion euros and about 18,000 jobs in Belgium.
What does beMedTech do for the sector?
We represent the medical device sector among all stakeholders to support the
essential role and added value of our industry in healthcare.
What do beMedTech members do for healthcare?
They invest in up-to-date Medical Technologies and Systems, with associated quality
assurance and training, and thus optimize the efficiency of healthcare.
What are the members of beMedTech doing for the patients?
By continuously and proactively contributing to the evolution of affordable healthcare
in Belgium as a reliable partner, we want to ensure patients the best available
treatment.
What are our four priorities?
• A financing that takes into account both the specific added value of our products
and affordable healthcare.
• Access for patients and healthcare providers to innovation.
• The quality and added value of our products.
• Watch over ethics. Given the specificity and increasing technicality of the medical
devices, beMedTech undertakes to increase the information and knowledge
about these products with all health professionals. That is why beMedTech calls for
more thorough consultation and collaboration between the government,
healthcare providers and industry.

Business
support
networks
Network 14:
BioWin
https://www.biowin.org/en
Maison de l'Industrie
Technologique
Rue Auguste Picard, 20
6041 Gosselies (Belgique)
Tel : +32 71 91 92 85
Email : contact@biowin.org

BioWin was created in July 2006 and today is the key reference in the field of
health biotechnology and medical technologies in Wallonia. The cluster brings
together Walloon players who are involved, at every stage, in the research,
development and production of innovative products and services: academic
and clinical research laboratories, accredited research centres, large industrial
groups, SMEs, service providers, engineering colleges and universities, business
incubators, investors, policy makers and associated bodies.
BioWin’s aims are to speed up innovation in order to meet the challenges of
tomorrow faced by the public health sector and to develop knowledge, job
opportunities and the competitive edge of all players in the health sector
community in Wallonia.
BioWin seeks to support Wallonia in implementing its strategy aimed at achieving
international recognition for the excellence of its academic, clinical and
industrial research environment in the field of health technology and medical
technologies.
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5. Incubators

Incubators

Incubator 1:
C-mine Crib
http://www.c-minecrib.be/
Mr. Jasper Olaerts
C-mine 12
3600 Genk
Belgium
Email: info@c-minecrib.be
Tel: +32 89 201 700

A diverse palette of specialised counselling, coaching and numerous
corporate housing opportunities: C-mine Crib (Genk) supports young,
creative startup businesses in every possible way.
Encouraging businesses to cross-pollinate ideas and unlocking every
growth opportunity: C-mine Crib therefore also houses a great deal of
research groups and organisations which support creative
entrepreneurship.

Incubators

Incubator 2:
Corda INCubator
http://www.cordaincubator.com
Mr. Patrick Kestens
Kempische Steenweg 311
3500 Hasselt
Belgium
Email: l.theunis@cordaincubator.be
Tel: +32 11 433 685

Corda INCubator is the place to be for young entrepreneurs in
the technology and services industry. Our “residents” and
young start-ups often are innovative technology companies
that are interested in carving out their own niche and thinking
global.
We believe that modern companies must embrace open
innovation to remain relevant. That is why we fully endorse the
sharing economy. We surround our residents with a perfect
ecosystem of people and the resources they need to grow.
Corda INCubator is part of Corda Campus, an open
innovative ICT campus in the centre of the triangle formed by
Eindhoven-Aachen-Leuven. A leading international campus
for technology, high-tech, ICT and media. You can count on
an inspiring workplace on Corda Campus.

Incubators
Incubator 3:
Bioville
http://www.bioville.be/nl
Ms. Katrien Achten
Agoralaan Abis
3590 Diepenbeek
Belgium
Email: info@bioville.be
Tel: +32 11 28 69 00

Life sciences businesses are very often in need of very specific
and costly infrastructure to allow for a swift startup and
ongoing growth. In tandem with the multifunctional office and
lab space of BioVille (Diepenbeek), you can benefit from the
endless possibilities of its life sciences and medical technology.
Both for startup and well-established businesses. Because of
the combination of both nascent and experienced
companies, BioVille will stimulate networking and experience
interchange.

Incubators
Incubator 4:
BikeVille Incubator
http://www.flandersbikevalley.b
e/bikeville-incubator/
Mr. Bert Celis
Tervantstraat 2 b
3583 Beringen
Email:
bert.celis@flandersbikevalley.be
Tel: +32 11 730 110

BikeVille aims to support startups or spin-offs of companies
related to cycling, be it national or international. Our position –
both physically and figuratively – in the industry gives the
incubating companies access to the rich cycling knowledge
in the heart of Belgium. BikeVille is surrounded by stalwarts and
influencers of the Belgian cycling industry. We want our
members to exploit this opportunity and grow in this fertile
space.
In addition to the state of the art office spaces, BikeVille has
meeting areas, a convention hall, concept store and a top
sport restaurant. The building houses a wind-tunnel in a first of
its kind setup in the cycling industry. The façade of the building
has 15 golden windows, representing the golden ideas in the
open innovation process which flows through the building.
Combining this modernity with symbolism, the BikeVille building
itself can also be entered in the future on a bike by a cycling
bridge, thus incorporating the spirit of cycling in every way.
Regarding AAL there is a link towards innovative wheelchairs
and other innovative assistive based solutions. There is a clear
link between sports and revalidation.

Incubators
Incubator 5:
Start it @ KBC
http://startit.be/
•
•

•
•
•
•

Schoenmarkt 35, 2000
Antwerpen
Havenlaan 8/Avenue Du Port
8, 1080 Brussel
Lousbergkaai 106, 9000 Gent
Kempische Steenweg 311 bus
1.02, 3500 Hasselt
Nelson Mandelaplein 2, 8500
Kortrijk
Prof. R. Van Overstraetenplein
2, 3000 Leuven

Mr. Lode Uytterschaut
Email: startit@kbc.be
Tel: +32 3 202 95 29

Is Start it @KBC something for you? Of course!
If you have the ambition and the drive to grow,
If you develop innovative products and services,
If your idea has a growth margin and you are going for a sustainable
company.
Which startups do we look for? Everything is possible!
But if you are working on major social themes that have an impact on
society, then you have an advantage: think of mobility, clean-tech,
aging of the population, digitization, diversity ... and bank & insurance
or telecom of course.
What do we offer? The startups in our community receive the
opportunity to scale and develop their products, with access to our:
• Community: a dynamic eco-system of start-ups, scale-ups,
incubators, accelerators, mentors, VC’s and expert partners
• Know-how: develop your skills at the start-up academy
• Mentorship and coaching: get advice through 1-on-1 sessions with
experts and mentors
• Hands-on support: Housing and infrastructure in 6 different coworking spaces amongst peers and with a personal trainer
• Connections: partnerships with organizations and corporates with
the same pay-it-forward mentality
• Center stage: we will put you into the public eye through our
communication channels and let you take the spotlight at our
events

Incubators

Incubator 6:
WBC Incubator
http://www.wbc-incubator.be/en
WBC
Tour GIGA +3
Avenue de l'Hôpital, 1
4000 Liège
Belgium
Tel : +32 4 246 51 10
Email: contact@biotechcoaching.com

Our role is to develop innovative, competitive and sustainable Life
Sciences companies in Wallonia.
We help with the structuring and development of scientific and
technological projects thanks to a set of generic and specific support
tools that cover the priority aspects of management, financing and
the stages of prototyping, production and commercialization.
The WBC was created in 2006 in the form of a limited company
(société anonyme) called Biotech Coaching (WBC is its trade name)
with a capital of € 2.5 million contributed by three shareholders
(Sofipôle, Meusinvest and Sambrinvest).
The involvement of these last two, one located in Liege and the other
in Charleroi, means that, right from the start, we had a strong desire
to see WBC working closely with all the universities and research
institutions based in Wallonia as well as with all the public, institutional
and private structures and associations involved in the creation and
development of businesses in the Region. Networking is therefore
particularly important with several competitiveness clusters involved
in Life Sciences.

Incubators

Incubator 7:
Brussels life sciences
incubator
https://www.blsincubator.com/en
Clos Chapelle-aux-Champs 30
Bte 1.30.30 1200 Brussels
Email: info@blsincubator.com
Tel: +32 (0)2 880 62 00

Since its inauguration in 2012, at the initiative of its two cofounders, the Brussels-Capital Region and the Université
Catholique de Louvain (UCL), the BLSI incubator has been
supporting young entrepreneurs in the creation of innovative
activities and promoting scientific research, specifically in the
life sciences and health sector. The majority of the projects
supported are in e-health, medical devices and
biotechnology. However, BLSI remains open to other
technological sectors because this greatly benefits the
innovative process and the emergence of creative solutions.
BLSI is located in the middle of the Brussels campus of UCL,
visited by some 30.000 people every day - students,
researchers, doctors and clinic patients. The site includes the
Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc, the faculties of medicine
and dentistry, pharmacy and public health together with five
internationally-renowned research institutes (de Duve
Institute, Institute of NeuroScience, Institute of Experimental
and Clinical Research, Institute of Health and Society,
Louvain Drug Research Institute).

Opportunities for the
AAL community in
Belgium

6. Accelerators

Accelerators
Accelerator 1:

BlueHealth Innovation Centersupported by Microsoft

https://www.bhic.care/en
Mr. Frederik Horemans
C-mine 12
3600 Genk
Tel: +32 89 201 735
Mobile: +32 479 763 251
Email: frederik@bhic.care

Ms. Margot Hermans
Lange Gasthuisstraat 29 - 31
2000 Antwerpen
Tel +32 483 442 745
Email: margot@bhic.care

The BlueHealth Innovation Center (BHIC) is a unique combination of top
players (local governments, companies, research centers and care
institutions) which share the same common goal. Our mission is to support
the digital transformation of healthcare through digital innovation. We
specifically stimulate young entrepreneurship in HealthTech.
We coach students, start-ups and care professionals in the development of
innovative digital projects, be it in cure, care or prevention.
Every day we guide people from idea to sustainable business.
• Focus on innovation and entrepreneurship
• The partner for HealthTech startups
• Strong network in healthcare
In a 4-month program (Health RampUp) we prepare - together with
experienced entrepreneurs and domain experts - your business idea for
seed capital. This program is for every starter with an innovative
HealthTech idea, ready for the next step. The program is built around 5
themes (opportunity, design, plan, build and pitch). Health RampUp
prepares the start-up for investment rounds.

Accelerators

Accelerator 2:
imec.istart
https://www.imec-int.com/en/istart
Mr. Antoine D’Hollander
imec.istart venture acceleration
manager - healthcare
Remisebosweg 1
3001 Leuven
Belgium
Tel: +32 494 72 40 38
Email: Antoine.DHollander@imec.be

International Recognition
With over 100 companies in its portfolio, imec is committed to helping young
entrepreneurs get their idea off the ground. Our imec.istarters have already created
more than 300 full-time jobs, with a total turnover of more than 16 million euro. These
successful results have not been overlooked by the international community: in 2018,
imec.istart was granted first place in the European ‘Top University Business
Accelerators' ranking by UBI Global and was ranked fourth best in the world!
Why imec.istart?
Committed to supporting digital innovation and entrepreneurship in Flanders, the
imec.istart business acceleration program supports entrepreneurs during the early
development phase of their tech start-up. This incubation takes a minimum of 12
months and is meant to assess the feasibility of the business proof-of-concept,
prepare the (commercial) launch of the first product(s) and establish the start-up to
drive this commercialization together with the imec.istart corporate partners.
What’s in it for you?
Getting a tech start-up off the ground requires skills, resources and the right
technology. Turning it into a success is quite a challenge! Imec.istart is the business
accelerator program for technological startups in Belgium to support you.
imec.istart Program
The imec.istart program offers a combination of pre-seed funding (50k€), coaching &
mentoring, workshops & guidance by domain experts, and other types of support
(e.g. shared workspace, software deals, marketing & communications advice,
access to investors, etc.). The coaching & mentoring aspect focuses on six main
areas:

Accelerators
Accelerator 3:
Lifetech.brussels
http://lifetechbrussels.com/
Chaussée de Charleroi,
110 1060 Saint Gilles
Tel: +32 2 422 00 31
Email: brusselslifetech@hub.brussels

lifetech.brussels is a non-profit association which aims to support and to
facilitate the development of health and healthcare-related businesses in
the Brussels-Capital Region (BCR).
Concretely, lifetech.brussels pursues three main missions:
• Stimulation of innovation and entrepreneurship in the sector of life
technology and health;
• Promotion of R&D activities and clinical competencies of the Brussels’
institutions;
• Consolidation of the ecosystem encompassing different players of the
sector in the BCR: companies, hospitals, research labs and support
organizations active in the health and healthcare-related sectors.
lifetech.brussels gathers around 100 members and offers them two types of
services:
• Cluster animation. This includes the organization of seminars, networking
events, international missions; the consolidation of opportunities and
information for the members via a specific newsletter and a website;
promotion of activities of the members.
• Individualised support. This consists in offering ad-hoc support to
innovative company/project members in order to allow them to well
expand. It also includes challenging business plan, informing about
financing options according to the stage of the project, helping to build
R&D project, informing about intellectual property protection options …

Accelerators

Accelerator 4:
The Birdhouse
https://www.gobirdhouse.com/

Birdhouse Gent:
Kortrijksesteenweg 1070, 9051
Gent (Sint-Denijs-Westrem)
Birdhouse Antwerpen: Rijnkaai
37, 2000 Antwerpen
Email: hello@gobirdhouse.com

Connect and achieve goals together, that is what The Birdhouse
stands for. Our accelerator supports entrepreneurs by bringing them
together with the right people in an ambitious framework. From cofounders and partners to mentors and investors: with bundled forces
we want to make our impression in the ecosystem. And that with an
open network, where entrepreneurship and ambitious ideas take a
fast pace. By working together with Belfius, we ensure that our
program has a sustainable future and that our start-ups have the
best opportunities for financing in the Belgian market.
The team behind The Birdhouse consists of entrepreneurs. So we
know the ins and outs of a company like no other. Together with the
start-ups we are building a fruitful business model that brings
together investors, companies, start-ups and scale-ups. In a
sustainable way, as it should be.

Accelerators

Accelerator 5:
LeanSquare
http://www.leansquare.be/en/
3, rue Chapelle des Clercs
4000 Liège
Tel: +32 477 360 164
Email: info@leansquare.be

LeanSquare‘s core business is the (co)financing of the “new
economy” start-up which show a real potential for growth.
LeanSquare offers a wide range of tools to prepare the ground for
financing. At the maturation stage: tools for everyone (MOOC,
articles for the general public, community, etc.), at the
acceleration stage: collective tools as well as individual tools, in
order to ultimately draw up a good financing plan.

Opportunities for the
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Private early
investor
networks
BlueHealth Innovation Fund

Private early
investor network 1:
BlueHealth
Innovation Fund
https://www.bhic.care/en
/bluehealth-innovationfund
Mr. Tom Braekeleirs
Mobile: +32 477 72 92 58
Email: tom@bhic.care

BlueHealth Innovation Center launches two times a year an open
call together with imec.istart. During this call we are looking for
startups that link innovative ICT to practical applications for the
broad healthcare sector. Candidates are beyond the idea phase
and will be coached, financially supported and advised in their
growth, to become autonomous companies that are ready for
international marketing. Startups that have been selected for the
BlueHealth Innovation Fund and/ or imec.istart are called residents.

Private early
investor
networks
Private early investor
network 2:
imec.istart
https://www.imec-int.com/en/istart

Mr. Antoine D’Hollander
imec.istart venture acceleration
manager - healthcare
Remisebosweg 1
3001 Leuven
Belgium
Tel: +32 494 72 40 38
Email: Antoine.DHollander@imec.be

International Recognition
With over 100 companies in its portfolio, imec is committed to helping young
entrepreneurs get their idea off the ground. Our imec.istarters have already created
more than 300 full-time jobs, with a total turnover of more than 16 million euro. These
successful results have not been overlooked by the international community: in 2018,
imec.istart was granted first place in the European ‘Top University Business
Accelerators' ranking by UBI Global and was ranked fourth best in the world!
Why imec.istart?
Committed to supporting digital innovation and entrepreneurship in Flanders, the
imec.istart business acceleration program supports entrepreneurs during the early
development phase of their tech start-up. This incubation takes a minimum of 12
months and is meant to assess the feasibility of the business proof-of-concept,
prepare the (commercial) launch of the first product(s) and establish the start-up to
drive this commercialization together with the imec.istart corporate partners.
What’s in it for you?
Getting a tech start-up off the ground requires skills, resources and the right
technology. Turning it into a success is quite a challenge! Imec.istart is the business
accelerator program for technological startups in Belgium to support you.
imec.istart Program
The imec.istart program offers a combination of pre-seed funding (50k€), coaching &
mentoring, workshops & guidance by domain experts, and other types of support
(e.g. shared workspace, software deals, marketing & communications advice,
access to investors, etc.). The coaching & mentoring aspect focuses on six main
areas:

Private early
investor
networks
Private early investor
network 3: BAN
Vlaanderen
https://www.ban.be/

Business Angels Netwerk
Vlaanderen vzw
"Officenter"
Hendrik van Veldekesingel
150 bus 7
3500 Hasselt
Belgium
Tel: +32 11 870 910
e-mail: info@ban.be

BAN Vlaanderen strives to bring promising start-ups and growing companies looking for
capital and know-how into contact with private investors, the so-called business angels.
These business angels not only contribute money but also their own know-how,
experience and contacts. They invest on average between € 25.000 and € 250.000.
In addition to financial support, they also make their years of experience and expertise
available to the entrepreneur. Business angels often have extensive networks of contacts
and can, because of their reputation, customers and suppliers, pull the line. These are
aspects that can be an important added value for the starting or growing company.
After a few years of growth, an "exit" is usually generated whereby the shares are sold
back to a certain capital gain.
BAN Vlaanderen developed over the years a series of services with important added
value for every entrepreneur:
• Initiate contacts with experienced (former) entrepreneurs, the business angels
• Organization of matching events where entrepreneurs come into contact with
business angels to present their project
• Feedback from experienced (former) entrepreneurs
• More chance to find 'smart' money
• Lower search cost: through a single presentation in contact with a large group of
potential private investors
• An alternative source of financing and leverage for traditional forms of financing
• Introduction to funds: Participation fund and AAA-Fund
• Providing templates and basic documents on business plans and deal-making;
facilitating a possible deal
• Training sessions and own learning curve
• A discrete approach

Private early
investor
networks
Private early investor
network 4: Cofoundry
http://www.thecofoundry.co/
StartupVillage
Lange Gasthuisstraat 29
2000 Antwerpen
Belgium
Email: info@thecofoundry.co

Entrepreneurship is about building a sustainable business
Rather than pitching for money
1. Get to know
At The CoFoundry, we believe that the focus of an entrepreneur shouldn't be pitching for
money, but building his or her product into a sustainable business. Through that vision we
help entrepreneurs break through the pitching hype. We discuss entrepreneurship over a
good cup of coffee. Over that cup of coffee we talk about your product, your vision and
your future.
2. Making a decision
After that conversation we invite you to discuss your product with our team of
entrepreneurs in residence and members of our ecosystem. In an open conversation we
get to know each other better.
3. Road to sustainability
If there is a fit between your company and The CoFoundry, you will benefit of our
ecosystem that offers the knowledge and skills that you need when you need it. Next to
that, one of our entrepreneurs in residence will work closely with you to offer tailor made
help. In that way we become a part of your company in order to guide you through the
challenging journey that is building a viable company.

Private early
investor
networks
Private early investor
network 5: Caring
Entrepreneurship Fund
http://caringentrepreneurship.com/index.html
King Baudouin Foundation
Rue Brederodestraat 21
1000 Brussels
Anne-Catherine Chevalier,
Independent expert
General Manager of the Fund
Chevalier.a@mandate.kbs-frb.be
Anneke Denecker, Project and
knowledge manager
Denecker.a@kbs-frb.be
Tel: 32.2.549.02.13

The Caring Entrepreneurship Fund wants to support entrepreneurs in the creation of their
business in the Health and Wellness sector. Start-ups, especially in the field of health and
welfare, are a key force for development and progress to overcome unsatisfied medical
needs and the ageing of the population.
Our major goal is to create employment while impacting health and wellness of society. We
therefore focus our support on organizations that have a great potential for job creation. We
look for scalable activities in Healthcare.
We believe we can help them by offering a challenging look at their project, advise them on
specific steps, introduce them to key persons and eventually support them financially.
The conditions for eligibility
• Your company’s activities should be related to one of the following domains: healthcare,
wellbeing, living conditions, support for patients and their families.
• You should be prepared to set up your company in a relatively short-term, the
product/service needs to be close to market launch. We do not support the R&D phase.
• The Fund will not support the development of a new project in an existing organisation,
nor support the resumption of previously existing activities.
• The purpose of your organisation can be for profit or not as long as the activities create
jobs and are self-sustainable.
• You, the candidate entrepreneur, should be one of the people responsible for the daily
management, and should have autonomous decision-making powers within the
company.
• You must never have been prosecuted for fraud.
Type of support
We usually support projects by making loans at favorable conditions (no interest rate, 3 years
of grace period, a reimbursement in 5 years). The average amount lent is 20.000€.
In some cases, the investment committee decides to take an equity stake (when the
potential of the company offers the Fund a possibility of return that can help assuring a long
term future to the Fund) or to give grants (when our moral support matters most).
More information: http://caring-entrepreneurship.com/index-page_id=15.html

Private early
investor
networks
Private early investor
network 6 :
LeanSquare
http://www.leansquare.be/en/
3, rue Chapelle des Clercs
4000 Liège
Tel: +32 477 360 164
Email: info@leansquare.be

LeanSquare‘s core business is the (co)financing of the “new
economy“ start-up which show a real potential for growth.
LeanSquare offers a wide range of tools to prepare the ground for
financing. At the maturation stage: tools for everyone (MOOC,
articles for the general public, community, etc.), at the
acceleration stage: collective tools as well as individual tools, in
order to ultimately draw up a good financing plan.

Private early
investor
networks
Private early investor
network 7 : PMV
http://www.pmv.eu/en
Ms. Diane Lejeune
Oude Graanmarkt 63
1000 Brussels
Email: Diane.Lejeune@pmv.eu
Tel: +32 2 229 52 30

PMV is a do and dare company that is shaping the future of the Flemish economy.
It provides funding for promising companies businesses, from the day they first open
their doors, through their various growth stages and even on to operating
internationally.
Working with and for the government and other partners, PMV implements projects
that are important for prosperity and wellbeing in Flanders.
PMV is convinced that entrepreneurship is crucial for the development of a
prosperous future for Flanders and everyone who lives there. It firmly believes that
every promising enterprise project in Flanders needs to find funding – but also that
every business needs to be profitable in order to be sustainable. Which is why PMV
and the companies and projects in which it invests must be profitable in the end.
This mission is carried forward by the following beliefs:
• PMV will only succeed if the common goal comes first for every employee. Each
project needs a range of different skills; collaboration is essential and the project
can only succeed if everyone is fully committed.
• We believe that every employee will be motivated if he/she is able to keep
developing – and that’s why everyone is given the room to grow. Everyone has
the autonomy to use this space to improve and become more professional.
• It is particularly stimulating to have the obligation and ability to contribute to the
future of Flanders. You will notice that our enthusiasm makes all the difference.
• PMV also attaches a great deal of importance to the principle of sound
governance and the company has a Corporate Governance Charter. The aim of
the charter is to embed the notion of transparency and objectivity in the
governance structure. It also indicates the importance that PMV attaches to the
principles of sound governance.
• In all of its dealings, PMV makes every effort to act in line with the highest ethical
standards. As such, it believes there is a need to draw up a code not only for its
staff members, but also for its directors that will serve as a guide for their behaviour
and actions.
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Other sources
of funding or
business
support
Other source 1: Netwerk
Ondernemen
https://netwerkondernemen.be/
Antwerpen
StartupVillage
Lange Gasthuisstraat 31 – 2000 Antwerpen
Gent
Co-Station
Oktrooiplein 1 – 9000 Gent
Hasselt
Corda Campus
Kempische Steenweg 293/16 – 3500 Hasselt

Tel: +32 3 291 67 31
Email: info@netwerk-ondernemen.org

Netwerk Ondernemen has been around for 30 years and has its roots in France. Founder
André Mulliez, a self-employed entrepreneur, believed that we had to create entrepreneurs
ourselves in order to create jobs. And that philosophy still lives on within Netwerk
Ondernemen.
We have antennas worldwide in 10 different countries. Our international network consists of
more than 14.000 entrepreneurs.
We want to help entrepreneurs grow and create jobs thanks to free and qualitative support
from experienced entrepreneurs. e.g. there are only a few places available per month
because we emphasise quality rather than quantity.
We are a network of entrepreneurs for entrepreneurs. Where young companies are guided
to grow (inter) nationally and create jobs. We believe in qualitative matchmaking between
an experienced entrepreneur (mentor) and a young growth company (founder).
Boost Me program
The BOOST ME programme is the accelerator to grow (inter) nationally. In just 4 months time both you
(founder) and your company are being prepared for 'the next level'. Immerse yourself in this intensive
process. And remember: a strong portion of ambition is a must.
What can you expect?
• Learn from like-minded people in the same growth phase
• Getting to know yourself better in order to increase the impact of you as a leader
• Go home with a strategy execution plan and immediately test it on an international market
• Max. 12 companies per edition
• Only 2 calls per year
• Intensive 4-month process including international and national growth camp
• Price: 500 euros (excluding plane tickets) per founder
Criteria
• You are ready to grow (inter) nationally.
• You develop an innovative activity.
• You create about 10 future-proof jobs within the year.
• You have raised an annual turnover of min. € 100,.000 and / or € 250.000 capital.
• You own the majority of the shares.
• You put yourself in full 100%. No commitment, no access.
• You can free yourself on all dates.

Other sources
of funding or
business
support
Other source 2:
WeLL
http://well-livinglab.be/
The Labs by WSL
Rue Bois Saint Jean, 15/1
4102 Liège
Tel. : +32 4 353 30 00
Email : well@thelabs.be

At WeLL, we aim to put innovation at the service of citizens, patients, seniors and health actors.
By integrating users into the heart of thinking, we anticipate changes and needs in health and
ensure better ownership of innovations.
Our mission is to foster the emergence, support and carry out innovative projects, as well as
develop new technologies, or new uses from what already exists.
A Living Lab enables the design and development of innovative solutions (products, services,
tools, best practices, etc.), placing the user at the heart of the innovation process.
In a Living Lab, users are at the controls. They express their needs, test novelties, develop
inventions and participate in the design of new solutions.
• Anyone can bring a project into a Living Lab: a citizen, a user, a company, whatever its size,
an organisation, an innovative concept creator, a public institution, a start-up, a school or a
university, etc. Large or small projects, products, services, techniques or artistic,
methodological or awareness projects.
• Each Living Lab has its team: qualified people who will be present throughout the process to
support the projects and promote their realization. They can also give ideas, launch projects
or calls for projects. In short, it is the "fuel" team that will energise the Living Lab mechanics!
• These facilitators, they will use methods and tools! Because, to get ideas out, to define
concepts and to implement solutions, it requires expertise, skills and above all, a lot of
positive energy. To do this, facilitators will implement creative workshops, rapid prototyping
methods, real-world testing, and a host of events.
• These facilitators, they are part of an ecosystem! A set of actors, companies, organisations, in
short, people, who will support the action of the Living Lab by bringing skills and resources.
The Living Lab is a place of synergy for all actors in a field.
• But for the machine to work, it needs users, that is us. It is by actively participating in the steps
of the process that we can build the innovations of tomorrow together. And that's called cocreation: the sharing of ideas, experiences and skills to create together something that we
could not have created alone. Something that will really meet our expectations! We are
actors and contributors.

For further information, update of the contents of this document, please contact the AAL Central
Management Unit at cmu@aal-europe.eu

AAL2Business Support Action
http://www.aal2business.com

